
Adweribs of Rrecuenoy 
Read the iniormation about tigers given below. Then tick the right word in each of the 

sentences that foilow. 

Tigers are carnivores, eating only meat. They

mainly feed on large mammals such as deer and 

buffalo, but they also eat a variety of birds, fish, 

rodents, small elephants, rhinos and crocodiles. 

Tigers will attack a human only if they feel 

threatened. Every tiger in the world is unique-no 

two tigers have the same pattern of stripes. Unlike 

most members of the cat family, tigers like water, 

particularly in summer. Tigers are solitary hunters and generally search for food alone at 

night. Less than 100 years ago, tigers could be found throughout Asia. Sadly, hunting and 

cutting down of forests have made tigers an endangered species. We must do all that we can 

to protect these majestic animals! 

1. Tigers always/never eat meat 

2. Tigers usually/hardly ever hunt deer and buffalo. 

3. Tigers always/never attacka humanunless they feel 

threatened. 

4 Tigers sometimes/often eat birds, fish, rodents, small 

elephants, rhinos and crocodiles. 

Wise Owl says.. 

5. You will never/rarely see the same pattern of stripes on 

two tigers. 

Learn these idioms which use 

adverbs of frequency: 

6. Tigers rarely/frequently cool off in pools or streams. 

7. Tigers frequently/seldom 
hunt in pairs. 

8. Tigers often/hardly ever search for food in the day. 

Never say never (meaning that 

we should not say that we will 
never do something) 

Once in a blue moon (very 

rarely) 

9. Tigers were 
sometimes/frequently 

hunted in the last 100 

years or so, 

10. We must always/never work to keep endangered animals 

alive. P 29 



Emergenetes and, 
First-Atd 

Anatural disaster is a natural event that causes great damage. Use the picture cIues to 

unscramble the names of some natural disasters. 

KETHEQUARA EAHTVEWA STORFE FREI 

1. aihUAKE 2. leg aoMO 3. O ne 

DOOTRNNA RDGOHTU ODLOF 

4.Y0do 5. 0Y0)Q1 6. 00d 

ALCAVHENA NUAMITS ZZARDBL 
7.Olu th . SUnAYmI 9. R2 ALd 
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